
Material List for the Live Workshop on Warli Hut

Day 1

1. White paper cups OR toilet paper roll OR a thick white paper rolled to make the 
walls of the mud house: 2 pieces. If you have a coloured or printed cup, you can still 
use it if you paint it with a brown/ deep yellow colour. Painting of the cup will be done 
during the workshop.
2. For the mud walls, turmeric - water mix is an easily available alternative. For this, 2. For the mud walls, turmeric - water mix is an easily available alternative. For this, 
keep 2 tablespoons of turmeric with you OR if the cup has some print on it then keep 
brown paint handy.
3. Brush or if you don’t have it you can use cotton wool or else your fingers!
4. A bowl with some water and a teaspoon
5. A wash cloth / towel or tissues
6. A mug full of patience 

Day 2Day 2

1. A4 sized white paper OR A4 size brown paper: 1 sheet 
2. White paint: Poster paint OR Acrylic paint OR if white paint is not available then 
corn starch can be mixed with water as an option to get a white colour paste
3. Brushes OR if brush is not available, then earbud is an alternative
4. Scissors
5. Compass (to make a better circle, if you don’t have it then don’t worry!). 5. Compass (to make a better circle, if you don’t have it then don’t worry!). We will    
need to make a circle which is double the size of the circular base of your paper cup 
on the A4 paper.
6. Pencil, scale and eraser
7. Fevicol or a strong glue
8. Dry grass OR hay OR coconut husk OR leaves OR sticks OR jute twine OR thin 
brown paper strips – a bunch of it to make the roof
9.9. Twine or thread or rubber band or wool- to tie the hay on top of the roof
10. A bowl with some water and a teaspoon
11. A wash cloth / towel or tissues
12. A bit of passion and lots of cheer
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